Stockal Privacy Policy

All investments involve risk and the past performance of a security, or financial product
does not guarantee future results or returns. Keep in mind that while diversification may
help spread risk it does not assure a profit, or protect against loss, in a down market.
There is always the potential of losing money when you invest in securities, or other
financial products. Investors should consider their investment objectives and risks
carefully before investing. Investors should be aware that system response, execution
price, speed, liquidity, market data, and account access times are affected by many
factors, including market volatility, size and type of order, market conditions, system
performance, and other factors.
Stockal Inc. (“Stockal”) is not a broker-dealer nor an investment advisor. Stockal is a
platform that enables investments in a diverse set of global assets from a single account
from anywhere in the world. As such, Stockal makes no warranties or representations,
express or implied, on products and services offered through its platform. It accepts no
liability for any damages or losses, however, caused in connection with the use of related
services.
All information placed on this website is for informational purposes only and does not
constitute as an offer to sell or buy a security. Further, any information on the website is
not intended as investment advice. Certain hyperlinks or referenced websites on the Site,
if any, are for your convenience and forward you to third parties’ websites, which
generally are recognized by their top level domain name. Any descriptions of, references
to, or links to other products, publications or services does not constitute an
endorsement, authorization, sponsorship by or affiliation with Stockal Inc. with respect to
any linked site or its sponsor, unless expressly stated by Stockal Inc. Any such
information, products or sites have not necessarily been reviewed by Stockal Inc. and are
provided or maintained by third parties over whom Stockal Inc. exercise no control.
Stockal Inc. expressly disclaim any responsibility for the content, the accuracy of the
information, and/or quality of products or services provided by or advertised on these
third-party sites.
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All orders are sent as messages using Stockal’s partner broker-dealers and their
technology and any message sent are self-directed by the user to broker-dealer with
which he or she must have an account. All orders are accepted, routed and executed by
the brokerage firms, and Stockal is not responsible for the order routing or execution of
any transaction. Solely the user’s broker-dealer will issue any confirmations of such
transactions. Users are solely responsible for any and all orders placed by them, and
understand that all orders are unsolicited and based on their own investment decisions.
Stockal and any of its employees, agents, principals, or representatives DO NOT: provide
recommendations of any security, transaction, or order; financial advice; provide
investment advice; produce or provide research to any user regarding any security,
transaction, or order nor does it recommend or endorse any investment instruments or
trading strategy; handle funds or securities related to securities orders transmitted to the
user’s broker-dealer; or effectuate the clearance or settlement of a user’s trades.

Fundamental company data (actuals, earnings dates, guidance), Analyst estimates, ratios
& indicators are provided by various financial data aggregators - with their names
mentioned alongside the data. Stockal’s broker-dealer partners provide live prices. All
information provided “as is” for informational purposes only and is not intended for
trading purposes or as advice. Neither Stockal nor any of its independent providers is
liable for any informational errors, incompleteness, or delays, or for actions taken in
reliance on information contained herein. By accessing the Stockal site you agree not to
redistribute the information found therein.

All logos and trademarks belong to their respective legal owners.

Check the background of DriveWealth, LLC on FINRA’s Brokercheck h
 ere.
Under SIPC, all securities accounts are protected up to $500,000 (including $250,000 for
claims on cash). More details available.
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